Systematic discovery of novel and valuable plant gene modules by large-scale RNA-seq samples.
The complex cellular networks underlying phenotypes are formed by the interacting gene modules. Building and analyzing genome-wide and high-quality Gene Co-expression Networks (GCNs) is useful for uncovering these modules and understanding the phenotypes of an organism. Using large-scale RNA-seq samples, we constructed high coverage and confident GCNs in two monocot species rice and maize, and two eudicot species Arabidopsis and soybean, and subdivided them into co-expressed gene modules. Taking rice as an example, we discovered many interesting and valuable modules, for instance, pollen-specific modules and starch biosynthesis module. We explored the regulatory mechanism of modules and revealed synergistic effects of gene expression regulation. In addition, we discovered that the modules conserved among plants participated in basic biological processes, whereas the species-specific modules were involved in spatiotemporal-specific processes linking genotypes to phenotypes. Our study suggests gene regulatory relationships and modules relating to cellular activities and agronomic traits in several model and crop plants, and thus providing a valuable data source for plant genetics research and breeding. The analyzed gene expression data, reconstructed GCNs, modules and detailed annotations can be freely downloaded from ftp://47.94.193.106/pub. Supplementary data are available at Bioinformatics online.